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2018 update: 2017 has been an amazing year! Art of Steel has worked steadily on Brian’s 1459 
Talhoffer harness, commissioned for the forthcoming poleaxe book. We’ve also noted more armourers 
than ever before working from Ukraine, and we here include some new ones: Michael Tutov, Oleg 
Yanchuk, “Master Uley,” and Balychev Vitalii. Poland has come on strong as a source for medieval 
clothing and shoes; though we haven’t seen any in person. Art of Steel remains our favorite overall 
armoury, followed closely by Quilted Armour for fighting tunics and gambesons. Master Uley’s $280 
hybrid mitten takes the prize for best hand protection value. In 2018 we’ll see the completion of Brian’s 
Talhoffer harness, and likely much of Sam Fishburne’s English / Flemish War of the Roses harness as 
well. Of course, a number of American and European armourers and weapon-smiths remain go-to 
sources, but as of 2018 the best value for dollar spent still seem to come from Ukraine and Russia.  
 
Finding armour suitable for tournament or for Western Martial Arts use used to be far more difficult than 
it is today. Given the Schola Saint George’s preference for highly authentic harness, for the past decade or 
so it has been quite difficult for combatants to arm themselves as well as we’d like because few armourers 
working at the artisan or master level remain in business within the United States or in Europe on more 
than a part-time basis, owing to the difficult economics of running such operations. In dealing with 
armourers in the UK, Canada or the US, one has had to contend with relatively high pricing and long 
delivery lead times. There is some outstanding armour being made in these areas, but this article focuses 
instead on other alternatives. I’ll do future articles looking at the relatively higher priced—but even higher 
quality—options in Poland and the Czech Republic.  
 
There are several alternatives. First, combatants with metalworking talent can make their own. It is with 
this in mind that I wrote Techniques of Medieval Armour Reproduction seventeen years ago, and its 
reception has generally been excellent. There are several sources for some of the key tools.1 The SSG has 
long celebrated the development of craft and art skills in support of the l’arte d’armizare, but this is not 
necessarily the cheapest route (although it may be the most satisfying). But a collection of armourers’ 
tools used by a group can enable the production of at least journeyman-level equipment.  
 
Some armour is made in India, and a small amount in Pakistan. These products are generally of very 
uneven quality, and usually are quite thin in terms of metal thickness. It is inexpensive, but usually lacks 
in detail and the artistic lines are generally not quite right, although there are certainly exceptions. This 
armour fills the catalogs of many online retailers whose products are related but whose products are not 
accurate enough in historical (and sometimes quality) terms for reenactors or SSG use. Some is good, but 
you have to shop very carefully. Ask an experienced combatant or armourer within the SSG before you 
buy these products, no matter how good the deal looks. Cheap price usually equates to low quality. And 
quality in terms of bodily protection is important.  
 
Another place to look was (and is) Eastern Europe. There are some excellent armourers in the Czech 
Republic and in Poland whose attention to detail really pays off with sexy elements such as clear, crisp 
embossing, fluting (where appropriate), historical lines, authentic polishes and raising techniques 
employed instead of dishing and welding. Some feature hand made linen gloves for gauntlets, for 
example, linen liners for helmets, wedge-riveted mail. Some will work to case-carburize (harden) mild 
steels or work in spring steels with heat treating, something that has become more common in recent 
years.  I will discuss these armourers in another article; several workshops are now long-established, with 
strong track-records for reasonable pricing and mostly reliable delivery.  
 

                                                      
1 Brian R. Price, Techniques of Medieval Armour Reproduction: Boulder, CO: Paladin Press, 2000.  

https://www.amazon.com/Techniques-Medieval-Armour-Reproduction-Century/dp/1581605366/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1487715633&sr=1-1&keywords=techniques+of+medieval+armour+reproduction


But there is now a new option. In recent years, a Renaissance of armourers has sprouted up in the former 
Soviet republic, Ukraine. This “new” group of armourers has come of age serving reenactment and HMB 
markets, as well as some HEMA groups. What makes patronizing of the Ukrainian armourers interesting 
is the combination of rising skill levels, a strong dollar, and their sincere interest in producing high quality 
harness. Within the Schola Saint George we have been clients for a number of these armourers. This 
article is intended as a guide for those wanting to take advantage of this unique opportunity while the 
dollar remains strong.  
 
COMMISSIONING ARMOUR FROM EASTERN EUROPE / RUSSIA 

As in anything, there are plusses and minuses with going this route. The price / quality ratio is excellent, 
largely given the exchange rate differences and the generally depressed economy of the Ukraine in 
particular. But some of the work is so very good, that it’s still a bargain price-wise if you can tolerate the 
risk. Here are the categories I rated each shop in:  
 

• Periods: What period does the shop have the most experience in? Generally speaking most 
seem to work in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, depending upon their market. 
ACL/HMB tends towards the fourteenth century, while reenactors generally emphasize the 
fifteenth, though of course there are a large number of exceptions. SCA combatants are all 
over the map, including other cultures such as China and Mongolia, but they also tend to 
emphasize the 12th – 14th centuries. In the listings, I have but the order for the periods in 
descending order represented on the shop’s web catalog. Bold listings are those where the 
lines and authenticity are particularly strong, while a star (*) indicates not a focus of the shop 
but some exceptionally clean examples are included (for example, a shop might have done 
some really nice Maximilian, even though they usually do fourteenth century). Most of the 
Schola has armour from the late fourteenth century, as it is easier to acquire, to build, and it 
allows for a great deal of individual expression with respect to the colorful clothing that can 
go along with it (gambesons, fighting cottes, shoes, etc.). The fifteenth century breaks 
roughly into two groups, Italian and German (gothic), but there is an interesting subset of alla 
tedesca armour made by Italians for the German market. Fifteenth century gear is what is 
truly appropriate for the fighting forms shown in Fiore’s l’arte d’armizare and in most of the 
German manuscripts, but tends to be more expensive to acquire. Armour from the sixteenth 
century, the “black and white,” “Maximilian” or “international” styles is less commonly 
found in WMA circles, but is very cool if you want to build out a harness in those periods.  
 

• Authenticity: Much of the quality of the armourers’ authenticity depends on their fidelity to 
the originals. This, in turn, seems to be driven by the demand expressed by their customer 
base. Therefore, looking at where an armourer supplies his finished pieces can be an indicator 
of how authentic the products are likely to be. Those servicing reenactors tend to be more 
authentic (if less durable) than those serving the SCA, which is better than LARPS, Cosplay 
or other fantasy oriented groups. Recently armourers in Ukraine and Eastern Europe have 
been using hand-made linen gloves in their gauntlets, padded linen liners in the helmets, and 
finishing many of the pieces with handmade iron buckles and such, which adds to the overall 
quality with respect to an authentic feel.  
 

• Lines: This is the level of artistic interpretation that is welded to the authenticity to deliver 
striking pieces that are still within the stylistic framework for the periods they do. Line is 
really an artistic function, and it is important to remember that most workshops have several 
armourers working, and that not all pieces might reflect the highest quality photographs seen 
on the websites. I have had this experience a few times, and it is unfortunate; it is one of the 
risks.  

 
• Fit & Finish: This is how the details are done that complete the piece and that often separates 

a competent piece from an excellent one. The finish refers to the polish or metal surface and 
edges, while the fit refers to the quality of rolled/roped/boxed edges, the quality of 



articulations and the fit between plates. Combined the category addresses elements such as 
buckles, liners, and the “locksmithing” elements such as lance rests, latches, filing work, etc. 
Most of the armour from Ukraine comes standard with a pleasant satin finish, but some 
combatants may prefer a high-gloss mirror finish, or in some cases, blackened. Satin or 
mirror polish are the usual options, with mirror costing more but being usual for stainless 
steels.    
 

• Materials/Heat Treating: While many armourers are now working in “carbon” steels that 
are said to be C45 (medium-carbon, the right material, in theory), or 30 HGSA (a lower 
quality structural steel in the .28-.34 carbon range with hardenable results to 40-43 
Rockwell), the quality of the steel itself and the heat treating process is open to question. As 
with any heat treating process, results are highly variable depending upon the skill of the heat 
treating shop and the quality of the metal. We have not been able to test a section of the steels 
used to see what the true composition is, but the Soviet-era steel mills supplying these 
workshops are likely not equal to their American, Japanese or European counterparts, plus the 
intermediate jobbers might not be wholly reliable. I was able to drill completely through a 
heat treated visor without much difficulty, which would have been impossible with properly 
treated 1050. With all of that being said, there is at least an attempt at heat treating, and the 
color more closely matches the originals because of the carbon content (and likely 
impurities). Most armourers will work in mild steel, which is similar in some ways to the iron 
used during the fourteenth century. It has long been the traditional material for SCA and 
American combatants, spring steels having really only come into broad use at the end of the 
1990s and even then, it tends to double the price of the part even if it is more authentic and 
can allow the use of much lighter materials. This is especially useful on the armour for the 
limbs and for gauntlets, where lightness is a premium. For helmets and cuirasses (body 
defenses), it’s less important. Stainless steel is used by only a handful of the Ukrainian shops 
surveyed, and is less popular amongst reenactors but is not a bad choice for places with high-
rust risk such as Hawaii. Cost on stainless products in the Ukraine is usually 25-40% higher. 
Only a few kinds of stainless are hardenable, but at least one shop (Al-Mastery) is working in 
this kind of material, though we haven’t been able to review any Ukrainian pieces made from 
spring stainless.  
 

• Strapping / Padding: American, UK and Czech armourers traditionally do not provide 
strapping or padding. This is one of the strong benefits to working with Ukrainian or Polish 
armourers—they provide these things at a very reasonable cost. Bascinets can be shipped 
complete with the padding, strapping and aventail installed, eliminating many hours of 
delicate work. For those with strong professional and family commitments, this can be a 
lifesaving benefit as the Ukrainian gear can usually be used right out of the package, rather 
than waiting for that quasi-mythical ‘free time’ to finish the piece. You’ll need to specify in 
your discussions with the armourer how you want the strapping and padding done. For 
example, it is not customary for Europeans to use a strap securing the klappvisor on 
bascinets, but this is highly recommended and necessary for use in many American venues, 
such as the SCA. Take advantage of the reasonable finish work and have your padding and 
strapping done by the armourers’ workshop.  

 
• Price: With all of the turmoil in Ukraine, the local economy is in shambles and it is perhaps a 

noble thing to commission armour just now. There is risk, certainly. Not only that the turmoil 
might interrupt or cut off our access to these craftsmen, but, when dealing with far-away 
workshops, one should be aware that the long-established economic realities facing 
armourers sometimes puts them into financial difficulty. They can get behind, struggling for 
new commissions when others languish unfinished. Add these two things together, and there 
is a strong element of risk. But the price of armour from Ukraine, when mapped against its 
quality, seems to account for this risk. The pricing is usually very good at the moment, 
although there are signs that prices are rising. For the most part quotes are made in dollars or 
Euros, but be sure which one you’re discussing and be sure to include shipping and any 



desired finishing work. Be sure you have the funds set aside to avoid unpleasantness when 
the commission is finished. Transfer via MoneyGram (available at Walmart) seems to be the 
most common, with 30% - 50% up front being the amount risked. This is a weakness; most 
do not use either PayPal or credit card payments, which would reduce the non-delivery risk. 
The ratings are my assessment of the shop’s pricing when related to their quality.  
 

• Delivery Speed: This is a combination of how much backlog the shop has, and overall how 
quickly the projects are delivered. Many shops will start a project, but then for some reason it 
languishes and can take a long time. One way around this is to try and purchase “in stock” 
pieces, although there is less choice with respect to whether it will fit you or not. This is a 
major component of the risk factor; when will I receive my piece? The usual backlog seems 
to be 2-4 months, but it can be less.  
 

• Communication: Most of the armourers do not speak English, but most shops have one 
person who interfaces with the English-speaking public. Facebook messaging has become a 
popular, and maybe even a preferred form of communicating for many shops. I have included 
in the parenthesis how I’ve best had contact with the shop.  

 
• Shipping: This includes the quality of the shipping itself along with the speed with which the 

product seems to arrive in the U.S. after shipping. This can vary wildly; we have had parcels 
from Ukraine arrive in about ten days, and those that arrive after six or eight weeks. Be sure 
you get a tracking number!  

 
• Overall Reliability: A subjective scoring based on the feel of the whole commission and 

transaction, including the delivery time (actual versus predicted AND just how long it took 
overall), communications, payment dialogue and terms, and the price/quality ratio of the 
received pieces.  

 
 
The listings below are a selection of workshops with which I’ve had some kind of interaction. There may 
be more. I would strongly advise that, before you purchase anything, you coordinate or check with those 
in the SSG who know more about the period you’re after and have experience buying and wearing high 
quality armour. You don’t want a kit that comes from a bunch of different periods, and you want to be 
sure that you’re getting a decent value for the money spent that will do what you hope it will do—
experience can help direct you.  
 
So what does a harness really cost?  
 
Fourteenth century SCA-grade (~$1250) (bascinet with liner & linen aventail, $400); brigandine ($350); 
shoulders ($120); elbows & vambraces ($100); mail padded gauntlets ($250); ½ leg harness ($250).  
 
Fourteenth century (~$2500)  (visored bascinet, liner & aventail - $500 - $900); breastplate ($200 - $400); 
spaudlers & arm harness ($450); gauntlets ($400); leg harness with greaves ($450 - $600). These I think 
are average prices; you can cut the expense by going with studded or splinted leg harness (knees, $80 - 
$120) and arms, and going with a brigandine or covered body defense under a fighting houpelande or 
tunic.  
 
Fifteenth century (~$4500) (armet or complex sallet - $800); cuirass, Italian alla tedesca ($1200); 
paudrons ($400); arm harness ($450); gauntlets ($400); Full leg harness ($1300), sabatons ($250). All of 
these prices are generalized.  
 
I still advocate learning to make your own, but this opportunity probably represents something of a 
historic opportunity. Prices will rise as the political situation either deteriorates further (which may keep 
prices down, but which will increase the risk still further), or it stabilizes, in which case more people will 
drive up demand. In any event, happy armour hunting!  



 
What to look for or to specify with particular pieces: 
 
HELMETS: The bascinet is the most popular form of head defense in the SSG, in the tournament 
company community, and in the BoN/ACL groups. It was popular from the middle of the fourteenth 
century into the early fifteenth, and in tournaments even to the middle of the century. It’s really our 
favored head defense within the SSG, too!  

 
Mass is part of the defense for most head-gear, so you want a 
minimum of 14ga. (.0747in / 1.85mm), which for most Ukrainian 
metal is 2mm, but 2.5mm is better for the helmet skull if made in 
mild steel. In stainless or C45 equivalent 2mm is a good thickness 
(although I still prefer 2.5mm). For bascinets, the most common 
helmet form, getting an interchangeable system for center-mounted 
visors is a good way to insure that you can use the helmet in a variety 
of different activities, from SSG to other HEMA to SCA etc. Some 
vendors, such as Wild Armoury, will also do a grille – which , while 
not great for rebated or synthetic swords, is great for SCA or poleaxe 
fighting. It is also possible to have an extra hinge made so that the 
pierced visor (as on Brian’s bascinet) could be made and used. These 
are very popular within the SSG, and now we have a historical 
reference for them, from Bellifortis (1402-05). For side-mounted 
bascinets, extra hinges are not needed. In either case, it is smart to 
commission the riveted mail aventail and linen helmet liner as part of 
the project, so that the helmet comes to you ready to wear. Aventails 
should be long enough to come to 2” below the shoulder, and should be 
flat riveted, with ring diameters from 9mm (maximum) down to 6mm 
(ideal). In the front it should come up to the lower lip under the visor.  
 
For the other helmets of the fifteenth century, things can be trickier. Sallets and bevors were popular in 
Northern Europe, made either in Germany or Italian workshops for export northward (these are called alla 
tedesca, made in Italy in the German style). But securing the face in a sallet and bevor can be difficult. In 
the past I have worked from a Lorenz Helmschmeid model where the bevor was made as an integrated 
piece with the rest of the helmet, but this is very late in the century, relatively difficult, and expensive. For 
padding, be sure you acquire a padded liner, and preferably a thinner one for the bevor. If you plan on a 
sallet and bevor, I would strongly recommend a second “practice” helmet that you’d use on a regular 
basis with better face and back of the neck protection, such as a bascinet. Another choice, popular in Italy, 
was the barbute, the “cylon-like” T-faced helmet seen on many condottieri and produced in great numbers 
in Brescia and elsewhere in Lombardy. Some were polished, some were brightly painted, some were 
covered in cloth or velvet. The issue with these is the exposure of the face. Finally, the armet a rondel was 
favored by many well-to-do Italian condottieri, and we see them in paintings such as the Rout of San 
Romano by Uccello. The armet is a supremely beautiful and protective helmet; in Fiore we see very early 
“proto-armets” depicted in the Getty. The only issue is that they tend to be expensive, from $700 to $1500 
from Ukrainian shops and up to $6k by top-end armourers working in the West.  
 
For barbutes, go with 2mm or 2.50mm metal as a preference, and consider adding a mail bishop’s collar 
for neck protection. For sallets, use the same guideline for the bowl, but 2mm for anything near the face.  
For the armet, 2.5mm bowl, 2mm other components is a good rule of thumb.  
 
NECK PROTECTION: In general, wearers of bascinets will have mail aventails and often padding also 
under the mail as part of the liner. However, some combatants want more protection, and brigandine 
gorgets are a common form of added protection advisable for those who are going to face rebated steel. I 
have not seen these made by Ukrainian houses, but my pattern is sold by Revival and they can be made 
locally as a relatively easy first armour project.  
 

Figure 1: Pierced visor figure from the 
Bellifortis, a German war treatise from 

1402-05. The plate depicts highly 
polished armour reflecting the sun and 

blinding the opponent, but it also shows a 
pierced visor on a center-mount bascinet. 



For those wearing sallets, barbutes or armets, mail “bishop collars” are one common solution, which 
offers mail with padding as a last line of defense. These are good, but as they aren’t stiff, they don’t carry 
a great deal of added protection for the spine or throat. Steel gorgets are a possible solution, shown on 
some German mid-fifteenth century manuscripts and in some iconographic references, but none of these 
are known to survive, and I have not yet seen any reproductions. There do seem to be references to 
wearing mail collars under the bevor. Another less authentic solution is to attach a mail aventail to the 
inside of a barbute or a sallet. Depending upon the helmet and the length of the combatant’s neck, this 
may be a possibility. For armets, mail is usually attached to the bottom of the cheek plates, and the neck is 
usually well defended.  
 
ARMS & SHOULDERS: A full arm harness consists of protection at the shoulder (spaulder, spaudler, 
or pauldron), a cap over the elbow (a couter), and usually shaped defenses at the upper arm (rerebrace) 
and lower arm (vambrace). In general the upper arm plate did not wrap all the way around the arm 
(although there are illustrated examples, in Talhoffer 1459, for example, that did), while the vambraces 
usually did. 
 
German armourers tended to connect the rerebrace (upper arm), couter (elbow) and vambrace (lower arm) 
using leather straps, or the parts could be laced separately to the gambeson / zuparello. Italian armourers 
tended towards solutions that connected the vambrace and rerebrace to the couter using articulating 
lames, even on pieces done for export (although there is evidence of them also using the leather technique 
in export harness). In practice and often I will opt for just a single couter on the arm and perhaps a 
vambrace if wearing the lighter zuparelli we use in the SSG, but for formal feats of arms or for fighting 
with rebated weapons the full arm harness is nice to wear. Spaulders at the shoulder are strongly 
recommended.  
  
Regardless of the style / period you go with, lightness in the arm harness is paramount, and this is a place 
where you want to try and take advantage of the spring steels if possible. Thicknesses of 1.5mm are 
common—I would not go with 1mm unless you were confident of the heat treat, and then not on the 
couter (elbow) itself, as any dishing will make it extremely thin. 1.25mm would be ideal for most parts, if 
heat-treated, 1.5mm if untreated, and in stainless, 1.25mm is ideal. It is good to commission the whole 
arm harness together, and if practical, the gauntlets, too, so that they can all work smoothly together.  
 
GAUNTLETS: This represents the most difficult component for armourers to make well. There is some 
excellent raising work being done by the Ukranian and Polish armourers, so getting one-piece cuff / 
metacarpal (back of the hand) parts is possible and a juicy improvement to the authenticity of hourglass 
gauntlets in particular. The use of linen gloves, being done by a few armourers, is also a superb addition, 
although the linen will likely need replacing sooner than the traditional garden-style glove used by 
American armourers. Hourglass gauntlets are common to the mid-fifteenth century and, early in that 
century, the Italians begin to make hybrids and full mittens. 
 
Fingered gauntlets should ideally be backed with felt (2+ layers) under the fingers to provide a bit more 
impact resistance than is usually found on gauntlets made outside of the U.S. Most finger gauntlet 
interpretations, even the ones that use gatlings at the knuckle joints, are inferior hand protection to mitten 
gauntlets, yet mitten gauntlets didn’t exist during most of the period (the Armoury al-Master 1389-1420 
mitten, taken from a sculpture, may be an exception), so many combatants who are serious about 
authenticity wear the finger gauntlet and a finger buckler to augment the protection over the fingers. A 
number of houses are doing very nice fingered gauntlets; however, you want to check the durability of 
these gauntlets—1.5mm steel for the metacarpal should be what you’re shooting for. If you purchase a 
pair without gloves, be prepared to spend an evening or two stitching the glove into the fingers and then 
riveting it or stitching it into the cuff. The brigandine “Wisby” style is not commonly offered, but several 
of the Czech workshops have done them (BESTARMOUR), and they offer superior mobility at the wrist 
but require greater maintenance attention.  
 
Personally, I like fingered gauntlets and have long championed their use, but the desire for greater hand 
protection has spurred many American armourers in particular to experiment with hybrid designs (Robert 
MacPherson’s famous and very highly prized mitten gauntlets, Luther Anshelm’s hybrid Wisby/mitten, 



and Grettir T. Slow’s mittens are just a few of the better American hybridizations). I have asked several of 
the Ukranian armourers to attempt similar interpretations, and we’ll see how this work progresses.  
 
Several workshops do mittens. The aforementioned Al-Master armoury does a nice 1389-1420 pair, but 
the fingers are not fully enclosed behind the plates. Milanese style mittens are an easy armourer’s project 
and are made by most of the houses, albeit with longer cuffs which can present mobility issues if not well 
made. In general Italian gauntlets were assymetrical, the right and left being different, but the classic 
“three lame” Italian mitten is a superb protection available at a reasonable cost. The only difficulty is that 
it doesn’t come into being before 1420 or so, after the bascinet goes mostly out of fashion. But for those 
doing Italian harnesses from 1420-1475, or for those who don’t care about mixing their periods 
(grumble), it’s a good, cost-effective solution. There are some authentic hybrids, too, with one mitten 
lame and finger plates, surviving at Churburg that you sometimes see interpretations of. These can be 
good, but remember that the really vulnerable part of the hand is the finger tips, so these are about the 
same as finger gauntlets with a permanently attached finger buckler.  
 
More complex mittens were made later in the century. German gauntlets used many more plates to extend 
down the wrist, which does yield greater mobility at the wrist (interestingly, also used in German 
swordplay, but not so much in the Italian). Many of these (1440-1480) were fingered gauntlets, elegant 
and elaborate, beautiful armour with extensive fluting and embossing, as well as brass adornment and 
occasional gold washing or brass plates at the knuckle ridge. Some of these were mittens. This is a 
beautiful option for those going with a much later Italian export or German harness, although it is 
relatively rarely seen on the SSG field owing to the overall expense of the harness.  
 
CUIRASSES: There are a great many ways to protect the body. Some use modern protection hidden 
under a gambeson or fighting tunic. While not ideal, in the fourteenth century mixed armours using all 
sorts of brigandine, plate, mail, and cloth defenses give a great deal of flexibility in appearance.  
Brigandines are the most common defenses, and relatively easy to make with just basic tools.  
 
Brigandines are a common form of body defense, probably the usual defense for men-at-arms during the 
second half of the fourteenth century and into the fifteenth. Brigandines or ‘coats of plate’ are leather 
jackets or vests reinforced with steel plates. During the fourteenth century, coats of plate such as those 
found at the Battle of Wisby (1361), favored a relatively few large plates. As the fifteenth century 
progressed, these plates became smaller and smaller, until by the end of the century they were made from 
many small plates, each held in place by as many as six rivets. These jackets were sometimes worn over 
mail, but believe it or not they were probably a bit heavier than the earlier, simpler models. And the early 
models, such as Wisby, are easy to make on-island using canvas instead of leather. The plates can even be 
made from plastic, though authenticity suffers!  
 
Breastplates came into use during the final quarter of the fourteenth century. The segmented breastplate, 
seen famously on the Churburg #13 harness—is an excellent choice for both men and women (it gives 
excellent protection for the breast and on this style of “segmented” breastplate, the plates collapse to 
allow for full movement of the arm. Faulds—the hoop defenses that protect the hip, followed soon after 
by the end of the century, quickly becoming a fully enclosed cuirasses or “pairs of plates”, a breast and 
backplate that fit tightly together. Several of the Urkainian workshops produce very fine fourteenth 
century cuirasses and are worthy of consideration. During the course of the fifteenth century, both Italian 
and German, distinct styles of cuirasses were worn to protect the whole of the body. Italian are more 
rounded, and, as the century progresses, are usually comprised of a lower plate and faulds—the 
plackard—and a floating upper breastplate. They connect with a central strap in the center, hinges on the 
left side and buckles on the right. Tassets hang down below the faulds to cover the area between the 
cuisse (upper leg) and the faulds. Fourteenth century breastplates and cuirasses have a characteristic 
“globose” shape, emphasizing the slender waist, and are usually made from a single piece for the front 
(Brigandines are sometimes made with two plates, and sometimes early cuirasses are covered in velvet, 
silk or other materials).  
 
On German harnesses, or those intended for export to the German lands or northern Europe, the upper and 
lower are riveted together, lacking hinges, and are considerably less rounded. They usually feature flutes, 



which add structural integrity; cusps that often intersect with the flutes, giving a “bat wing” effect, and 
sometimes, pierced work at the top of the plates which can be quite ornate. Historically, many German 
harnesses were fire-blackened or silver/gold washed, but this is rarely seen today. These are generalities. 
Early in the century, for example, German harnesses featured a strange boxed construction termed a 
kastenbrust, as seen in the 1443 Talhoffer manuscript.  
 
When ordering a cuirass or breastplate, be sure to take your measurements over the arming coat, zuparello 
or gambeson. In general, backplates can be quite thin compared to breasatplates (1.0mm is good), while 
1.5 is recorded on a Gothic breastplate . High quality work can be distinguished by the overall line (it 
should be sleek and appear to fit the body well, regardless of the style it’s made in). The edges at the neck 
and arm openings should be rolled at a minimum; the better cuirasses in the fifteenth century feature 
“boxed” rolls, square or triangular edges that are executed in order to catch the point of a lance or sword 
and deflect it from vulnerable points on the body. At the neck, breastplates were often fitted with stop 
ribs, an additional “V” shaped bar riveted below the neck opening to add an additional line of defense 
against the aforementioned lance or sword points. Some are fitted with lance rests, collapsible or 
removable levers at the right armpit, but these are typically only found on the better reproductions.  
 
LEG DEFENSES: Owing to the emphasis on striking under cover, leg strikes within the SSG are 
comparatively rare. However, as combatants expand their reach to fight with the local SCA groups, or 
tournament companies or even other WMA groups, it becomes essential. Also, it finishes the harness and 
enables combatants to fight with less restraint using poleaxes, the sword in two hands, or with rebated 
weapons.  
 
In general, leg harnesses may consist of a cuisse, which protects the upper thigh; a poleyn, which protects 
the knee; a greave, which protects the shin; and a sabaton, which protects the foot. Because the cuisse 
may be a target with sword and buckler or sword and shield, I recommend a strong material; 1.5 or 2mm 
material, ideally heat treated or in stainless. The poleyn, the protection at the knee, can be in the same 
range, and depending upon the period, is generally articulated and connected to the cuisse and demi (half) 
greave using articulating plates termed lames. These lames can be somewhat thinner, and the greaves 
thinner still, as light as 1mm if made in a good, strong material (1.2mm is more usual). Surprisingly, some 
historical armour is particularly thin: cuisses on a c. 1510 cuisse from Augsburg and the whole legharness 
in Wallace A22 are both recorded at 0.8! 
 
Armour for the leg was one of the first augmentations to defenses of mail, and they began at least as early 
as the early fourteenth century. At first these defenses were of leather, sometimes hardened with water, 
called cuirboille. The leather was often reinforced with strips, an inexpensive protection often found until 
the end of the fourteenth century and even into the fifteenth. Sometimes the poleyn was attached to a 
upper and lower with just leather straps, but as the century wore on small plate demi-greaves and demi-
cuisses formed a plate articulating joint sometimes called an “archer’s knee.” This is a common form of 
knee defense found amongst SCA combatants and the knee joint itself may often be found at a very 
reasonable price, below $175, and the leather upper and lower can be made by the combatant (and colored 
to match the heraldic presentation). This same method can be found also at the arms, so you might well 
see parallel construction techniques on the limbs. Sometimes, the couter (elbow) and poleyn were washed 
with a gold amalgam, a treatment sometimes replicated with brass or gold plating. For this cost effective 
treatment, simple knees (sometimes fluted or decorated with brass) can be acquired from munitions 
vendors or many of the Ukrainian houses, and many American armouries as well. For full legs, they 
achieve their functional form before the end of the fourteenth century, with full plate defenses from hip to 
foot, sometimes including the foot, and other times leaving it exposed. Having these made of tempered 
spring is the best solution, although stainless is an attractive option for some combatants (it is usually 
more brittle, however).  
 
  



ART OF STEEL (Rivne, Ukraine) ½   stars 
Yaroslav Aos interfaces with a workshop of young armourers who 
are producing some pieces with excellent lines. Presently they work 
in mild, C45 medium carbon steel, including heat treat. The pricing is 
very good for the quality of work, and they have proven to be the 
most reliable in terms of delivery, which makes them my favorite 
Ukrainian workshop. Their fourteenth century harness elements have 
superb lines, especially their globose breastplates, poleyns (knees), 
cuisses and vambraces, and hourglass gauntlets. They are also strong 
on Italian lines for armour from the fifteenth century, and they do 
respectable gothic. They are the shop that has produced my 14th c. 
elements and are doing a Talhoffer style alla tedesca harness for the 
poleaxe book. They seem to have a particular touch with cuirasses. 
What sets them apart is the superb fit and finish, especially in the 
“locksmithing” elements such as lance rests, handmade buckles, and 
integration with their riveted mail and linen liners. They do linen-
lined gauntlets and a really excellent brigandine with superbly 
finished rolled edges. UPDATE 12/2016: I’ve received an amazing 

stainless bascinet with interchangeable visors, a barbute, stainless elbows, a stainless breastplate, and are 
working on the above-mentioned alla tedesca harness. Sam has received a fine 15th century legharness. 
They are doing arming clothes (such as a pourpoint, for wear *under* armour), have done my liners on 
my armet and several bascinets, AND, they have a new “in stock” page noted below. Sam has received 
his 15th century fluted legs in the English / Flemish style.  

 
http://aos.rv.ua/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=56&lang=en  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1288815234504290/ (in-stock page)  
 

 
Periods: 15th c. Italian, 14th c., 15th c. German, 16th c.*  
 (Cuirasses, arm harnesses, and gauntlets esp. good) 
Authenticity:   
Lines: ½    (esp. fluting & embossing) 
Fit & Finish: ½  (esp. locksmithing components) 
Strapping / Padding: ½ (esp. linen gloves) 
Materials:   (C45, stainless, now heat treat) 
Price:  (fine value for the money) 
Communication:  (FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method):  
Delivery Speed: ½   (delivery has slowed a bit) 
Overall Reliability:  ½ 

 
 

Images 
 
Top left – late 14th c. 

harness 
Lower left – 14th c. hybrid 

gauntlet prototypes 
(now Gauntlet 09) 

Upper right – Brian’s 
stainless bascinet 
w/stainless aventail 

Lower right – Fingered 
gauntlet with linen 
glove  

http://aos.rv.ua/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=56&lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1288815234504290/


 

 
 
 
 

Images 
 
Top left – Armet à rondel padding 
Lower left – Sam’s 15th c. legharness and sabatons 
Upper right – 15th century barbute  
Middle Right – Riveted mail collar 
Lower right – Mail haubergeon and pourpoint. The pourpoint 

fits under the gambeson and the leg harness is laced to it, 
reducing stress on the shoulder and hip.   



 

 

 
Talhoffer c. 1459 
Complete harness, 2017-18  



Quilted Armour Moscow, Russia ½  
 
Ilya Ivanov and Yefimova Nataliya has sprung onto the ACL/BOTN/ 
SCA stage by producing amazing custom gambesons, quilted armour, 
and fighting coats. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED for custom-fit 
gambesons in linen or silk, with screen printing, applique, and, most 
recently, embroidery. Gambesons run from $125 - $200. If you have 
time to wait, or want a second, heavy duty quality piece, I recommend 
her shop. Also, her associates have been making interesting hand 
protection blending riveted mail with quilting, an interesting option for 
practice. Recommend buttons, though her ties are good too. Hand 
stitched arming points and eyelets! They also do very nice helmet liners.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/quiltedarmour/  

 
Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c.  

Authenticity:  (some lines on gauntlets are 
more sport-oriented, but good quality)  
Lines: ½  or    
Fit & Finish   
Strapping / Padding:  ½  
Materials: ½ (linen, silk)  
Communication:  ½ (through FB msgr) 
Shipping (packing, method):  
Delivery Speed:   (3-4 months, but some in-
stock availability) 
Overall Reliability: ½    

 
  

Images 
 
Top left – Custom linen gambeson (Brian’s) 
Lower left – Padded leggings with bries  
Lower middle – Two part gambeson (she calls this a 
pourpoint, but it’s all one garment) 
Lower right – Fighting houppelande (like Brian’s) 
  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/quiltedarmour/


The workshop master, Ilya Ivanov, has also produced a very interesting sport solution for hand 
protection that more closely evokes the original period than do Lacrosse or other plastic sporting 
equipment. These gauntlets, in the $300 range, feature hardened spring steel over a quilted 
mitten and covered by riveted mail. While slightly large compared to a sleek steel gauntlet, they 
offer excellent protection. The only caution is that, owing to their spring steel construction, they 
might be quick to rust. However, the seem extremely flexible and are very protective; a nice 
balance between protection and mobility.  

  



Andrey Galevskiy Khmelnytskyy, Ukraine   

 
Andrey Galevskiy has done a number of pieces for 
SSG folks; some good fingered gauntlets, and, best of 
all for SSG Honolulu, he can work in spring stainless 
as well as C45 spring, stainless and mild steel. He 
competes in the BOTN type combats, so he well 
understands both SCA, and ACL/BOTN worlds, in 
addition to SSG. He has a number of armourers at 
different levels working in the shop, so you can often 
find, on his “in stock” page, medium quality 
equipment ready for immediate or very rapid 
shipment. Overall, we’ve been pleased with his work. 
Scot received an excellent pair of gauntlets, and 
legharness from him, and I’ve purchased a pair of the 
caterpillar gauntlets, though these needed reworking 

(Scott’s are very nice, though). Communication is fair, through the FB messenger app. Recommended for 
gauntlets and limb armour. Haven’t seen their cuirasses or helmets in person. Currently my second-
favorite workshop in Ukraine. Scot has a fine set of arms and caterpillar gauntlets, and with slight 
modifications they serve well.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/andrew.galevskiy  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/904020029632507/  

Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c.  
Authenticity: ½ (some lines on gauntlets are more sport-oriented, but good quality)  
Lines: ½  or  
Fit & Finish:  ½ or  
Strapping / Padding:  ½  
Materials:  (will work stainless, C45) 
Communication:  ½ (through FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method): ½  
Delivery Speed: ½  (1-4 months, but some in-
stock availability) 
Overall Reliability:    

 
  

Images 
 
Top left – 15th century German gothic arm harness, 1mm 

material in hardened spring steel 
Upper right – 14th century hourglass fingered gauntlets, 

stainless fingers, raised, hardened cuff and metacarpal 
Lower right – Caterpillar mitten gauntlets, hybrid design 

offering strong finger protection. Scot has a stainless 
pair like this one.  

https://www.facebook.com/andrew.galevskiy
https://www.facebook.com/groups/904020029632507/


ARDENT ARMOURY unknown 
 Oleg Yanchuk & Alexey Perebeynos 
(since 2003) Oleg worked with Wild Armoury for his first 8-9 months, then 
struck out on his some. By 2016 demand was sufficient that he now has a 
small team. I particularly like his Wisby gauntlets, and he has a nice hybrid 
mitten interpretation. Works in spring and stainless. Seems to have a nice 
touch for Milanese work from the 15th century, but also also done some 
very credible German gothic pieces. I have an order for a version of the 
mittens below (Jan. 2018), but with a slighter cuff and gloves stitched in 
place. They do really fine mixed media – some of the finest brigandines 

I’ve yet seen, and some amazing arm harness!  

     

Images 
 
Top left – Churburg #18 

interpretation.  
Upper right – “Avant” 

cuirass 
Lower left – 14th c. arm 

harness in brigandine and 
mixed metals.  

Lower right – Hybrid Wisby 
mittens with client-
specified shorter cuff.  



 “Strory Red” unknown 
 Balychev Vitalii  
Balychey is an artist, first, an armourer second. He works class, metal, and 
enjoys “unusual” projects. He has a keen eye for shape. I’d love to have him 
raise a set of hourglass gauntlets, and he’s done an astounding job on my 
nasaled basinet. His attention to detail, shaping, 
and locksmithing reflect a keen artistic pride.  

https://www.facebook.com/mixail.ska  

Periods: Any. Versatile.   
Authenticity:   
Lines: ½  
Fit & Finish:  ½  
Strapping / Padding:  ½  
Materials:   
Communication: ½ (through FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method):   
Delivery Speed: ½  (1-4 months) 
Overall Reliability:    

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/mixail.ska


Michael Tutov unknown 
I have only done a single project with Mr. Tutov, a single early armet in 
heavy stainless with inset bars for the occularium. Delivery was made 
spot on time.   

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008196781909  
 
Periods: 14th & 15th    

Authenticity: ½ to   
Lines:  
Fit & Finish:  ½  
Strapping / Padding:  ½  
Materials:   
Communication:  (through FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method):   
Delivery Speed: ½  (1-4 months) 
Overall Reliability:    
 
 
 

  Images 
 
Top left – Interpreted stainless 

early armet, c. 1410.  None of 
these survive except in 
illustrations 

 
Right – “Avant” cuirass – Gothic 

harness c. 1480-1490, made in 
2014.  

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008196781909


“Master Uley” unknown 
 Balychev Vitalii  
(since 2003) This shop produces munitions grade armour in titanium, spring, stainless and mild steel. 
Their titanium work is notable—it makes excellent light, strong practice armour. They are best known for 
their hybrid hourglass style mitten gauntlets, which as of 2017 were just $280 in mild steel! Titanium 
ones are $550. Communication needs to improve, but probably the best mitten value I’ve seen, anywhere.  

The workshop produces strong, workmanlike gear at a very good price. However, delivery tends to be 
quite slow. Group orders are recommended. 

http://master-uley.net/p/467686594-gauntlets-for-hmb-fighting/ most commonly ordered 

Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c.  
Authenticity:   (some lines on gauntlets are more sport-oriented, but good quality)  
Lines: ½ 
Fit & Finish:  ½ 
Strapping / Padding:  ½  
Materials:  (will work 
stainless, C45, titanium) 
Communication:  ½ (through 
FB Messenger; slow) 
Shipping (packing, method): 
unknown  
Delivery Speed: ½  (1-4 
months, but some in-stock 
availability) 
Overall Reliability:    
 

  

Images 
 
Top – Hybrid mittens in mild steel. $280 – best 

compromise hand protection I’ve yet seen.  
  
Left – Titanium practice legs and hybrid gauntlets, 

also in titanium.  

http://master-uley.net/p/467686594-gauntlets-for-hmb-fighting/


ARMOURY AL-MASTER  
Alexander Krolovetsky  
I particularly like his gauntlets, but this shop has a nice touch and works in the 
C45 spring tempered material. The lines are very good on many items, but the 
fit and detail seems to be a bit less precise than for ART OF STEEL, for 
example. Nice pieces include his fluted 15th c. gauntlets, communication is not 
as regular as with some of the other shops, and he seems to prefer FB 
messaging. We have an excel spreadsheet with a pricelist, too.  Sam and Bianca 
have gauntlets by Al-Master. http://aldwarf.io.ua/  
 

Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c.  
Authenticity: ½ (Improving, 2017!!)  
Lines:   
Fit & Finish:  ½ 
Strapping / Padding: TBD 
Materials:  (will work stainless, C45) 
Price:  
Communication:  (Best through FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method): TBD 
Delivery Speed:  (1-3 months, and with occasional in-
stock availability) 
Overall Reliability:  
 

 
 
 
  

http://aldwarf.io.ua/album610444
http://aldwarf.io.ua/


ARMOUR WORKSHOP DOBRYNYA  
Olyxandr Yakhnovsky shows particular promise with leg harness, having completed a c. 1438 Italian 
legharness for me in late 2016-7. The harness moves exceptionally well and is *light*.  He has been doing 
a good number of them shown on his FB galleries, including both German, English/Flemish and Italian 
styles, and he strives to stay close in line to the study photorgraphs, which he clearly uses. He is working 
not in C45 but in 30KHGSА, with a target Rockwell hardness of 40-43 using a 
normalization/quench/cool heat treating process. His hammerwork is excellent, with good subtley in his 
fitted greaves and very strong triangular rolls. Locksmith not beautiful but functional, strapping above 

average.  
 

Periods: 15th. c. focus with some late 14th c.   
Authenticity: ½ (Improving, 2017!!)  
Lines:   
Fit & Finish:  ½ 
Strapping / Padding:  ½ 
Materials: TBD (will work stainless, C45) 
Price:  
Communication:  ½ (Best through FB 
Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method): TBD 
Delivery Speed: ½ (6-8 weeks!) 
Overall Reliability:  
 

 

  



JOLLY KNIGHT Khmelnitskiy city, Ukraine ½  

Alexander Omelyanchuk (est. 2003) specializes mostly in fourteenth 
century gear, especially bascinets, which he sells reliably into the 
HMB, SCA and HEMA markets. Their shop seems to produce a 
number of pieces on a regular basis, and they have the advantage of 
working in stainless steels as well as mild or carbon, including for 
aventails. They can even do raised helmet bowls, which is excellent 
for those who want to go “all out” and have things done as 
authentically as possible. His Churburg raised bascinet shows the 
potential for his work. Mostly the shop focuses on helmets, in 12g. 
which is excellent for SCA use. Communications-wise he is 
reasonable, favoring FB messaging but maintaining a reasonably up-
to-date website. The lines and detail seems to vary in the catalog, 
ranging from refined (like the Churburg bascinet) to a bit vague, as on 
the many copies of visored klappvisors.  
http://jollyknight.com.ua/  
 

 
Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c.  
Authenticity: ½ (excellent on some projects; the raised bascinet in particular)  
Lines:  or  
Fit & Finish:  
Strapping / Padding:  
Materials:  (will work stainless, C45) 
Price:  ½ 
Communication: ½  (Best through FB Messenger) 
Shipping (packing, method):  
Delivery Speed:  (3-5 months, but with occasional in-stock availability) 
Overall Reliability:  

 
 
  

http://jollyknight.com.ua/


ART ARMOUR  
Vyacheslay Pereplitsa (Kiev) does a nice sugarloaf-bascinet blend they 
call “griffon3”, in mild and the C45 tempered spring. This is I think their 
best piece, and their catalog shows a strange pricing distinction for pieces 
sold within Russia, Ukraine or the rest of the world. They do an 
inexpensive compression articulation for behind the knee that might well 
be intriguing for those doing the BoN/ACL or other rebated steel combat. 
Unlike most of the other Ukrainian shops, they have done at least one 
Maximilian harness, and a German Kastenbrust. Prices are significantly 
higher on many pieces not sold in their home region, which is a negative. 
Communication sporadic, usual 30-50% terms with about a two month 

lead time.  
http://artarmor.com.ua/  
 

Periods: 14th c. focus, with some 15th c., “eisenhuts” a sub-speciality 
Authenticity: ½  
Lines:  
Fit & Finish:   
Strapping / Padding: TBD 
Materials:  (will work C45) 
Price: ½ 
Communication:   (Best through email ) 
Shipping (packing, method): TBD 
Delivery Speed:  (~3 months est., some in-stock availability) 
Overall Reliability:  

 

 
  

http://artarmor.com.ua/


WILD ARMOURY  
Maxim Suprovich (Khmelnitskiy, est. 2003) produces a 
good number of 12g. bascinets, durable if a bit bulby in 
line. Very good pricing, however. Also offers some 
interesting components; brass vervelles ($3), steel 
vervelles ($2), lance rest ($80), and a very nice forged 
steel rose ($35). I like his helmet grille work especially; 
good, solid construction with good lines. Very good 
quality for the price; for helmets he’s on the lower end of 
the spectrum, providing an affordable and very durable 
product for WMA/SCA combatants. His grilled bascinet 
w/liner is a mainstay at $300. He’s a good option for 
those who have a little less to spend and want gear that 
can be used for multiple purposes.  
 
He included an extra visor (grille and klappvisor, all with 
black oxide and acid eteched adornment around the face, 
at a very reasonable price.  
 
http://wildarmoury.com/  
 
 
 

 
Periods: 14th c. focus (many SCA pieces; does good grilles) 
Authenticity: ½ 
Lines:  
Fit & Finish: ½ 
Strapping / Padding: ½ (nice liner, weak leatherwork)  
Materials:  ½ (mild, but 12g. helmet skulls) 
Price:  ½  
Communication: ½  (Best through FB messenger ) 
Shipping (packing, method): Reasonably fast shipping and receipt.  
Delivery Speed:  (~3 months est) 
Overall Reliability:  

 
 
 
  

http://wildarmoury.com/


KUKUZNIA CRAFTS (Lvov, Ukraine) (out of business?)  
 

Volodymyr Lunov’s workshop (est. 2010) closed as of 2013, 
however, their re-enactment group remains and they have 
produced a limited number of pieces for SSG Honolulu folks, 
including three klappvisor bascinets, a fourteenth century 
breastplate, and are working on a fifteenth century alla 
tedesca / Talhoffer 1459 harness. Delivery speed has been 
very slow, but the pricing is reasonable and the quality on 
details very high. The Valeria-style bascinets received are 
superb in fit and finish, integrated mail and linen liners. 
UPDATE (24 Sept. 2014): We have lost contact with 
Volodymyr after a purported stolen consignment consisting of 
Jesse’s breastplate and Bianca’s helmet. UPDATE (Dec. 
2016) – We haven’t heard from the shop in quite a while; they 
could be out of business. Bianca received her helmet, and 
Jesse his breastplate.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Periods: 14th c. focus, some 15th c.  
Authenticity:  
Lines: ½   
Fit & Finish:  
Strapping / Padding:  (nice liner, weak 
leatherwork) 
Materials: ½ (mild and C45; heat treating 
uneven results) 
Price:  ½  
Communication:   (Uneven, best through FB 
messenger ) 
Shipping (packing, method):    (shipments held 
in customs) 
Delivery Speed:  (~4-12 months late) 
Overall reliability:  
 

   (subject to revision pending further communucation) 

 
  



STEEL MASTERY 
Ukrainian company (est. 2001) that does a fair amount of 
commercial work for television, prop-making, etc., so they also 
serve LARPs and do a good amount of fantasy gear. Some of their 
basic components, especially their splinted arms and legs, 
articulating or floating joints, are of decent quality and are available 
in stainless steel. More attractively, they have a new line of “off the 
shelf” gambesons and such, including a special cut for women, that 
comes out of their on-site sewing shop. For those on a tight budget, 
some of their work is quite useful, especially basic elbow and 
knees, maybe in stainless 

http://www.steel-mastery.com/en  

Periods: Roughly 14th c.   
Authenticity:  
Lines:  
Fit & Finish:  
Strapping / Padding:  
Materials: ½ (mild and C45; heat treating uneven results) 
Price:  (off the shelf, sewn & splinted items) 
Communication: Unknown 
Shipping (packing, method):  Unknown 
Delivery Speed:   (for “off the shelf and sewn items) 
Overall reliability: Unknown 

 

 

  

http://www.steel-mastery.com/en


OTHER WORKSHOPS 
found but not worked with 

 
KRECHET ARMOURY & “ARMOURY WORKSHOP”  
Sergei Vlasov, Peter Polyak and Ilya Shour seem to be doing some work, specializing in later fifteenth 
century and early sixteenth century pieces. Has done a spectacular pierced-visor Maximilian helmet, 
although they seem to be moving towards the production of ABS and fiberglass armour for fandom.  
 
A derivative concern, founded by Peter Polyak (maker of the helmet below) and Ilya Shour, was founded 
as “Armoury Workshop,” (https://www.facebook.com/groups/1696488133896988/). I have not actually 
handled any of the pieces personally, but the Maximilian helmet below appears nicely crafted. In FB post 
Mr. Polyak characterized the workshop as “WMFC armour and 15th c.”.2  
 
I have not actually handled any of the pieces personally, but the Maximilian helmet below appears nicely 
crafted.  
 

 
  

                                                      
2 HEMA Alliance FB post in response to this document’s posting, 21 Feb. 2017. Accessed 21 Feb. 2017.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1696488133896988/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/HEMAAlliance/permalink/1813471778678541/?comment_id=1813586415333744&notif_t=group_comment&notif_id=1487704500569816


POLAND 

KOKOSZOWA MANUFAKTURA  
Marcin Kokosh Rogoswki (est. 1997) has a multifaceted business 
featuring arming clothes, but he has expended his offerings (it is a 
family business) to include armour (made by Jacek Matera), riveted 
mail, and camp accessories. While his main business seems to focus 
on reenactment, the “bohurt” / HMB group also seems to form an 
important segment. We have not yet handled any of his armour, but 
they offer a wide variety of arming clothes for the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, as well as some cost-effective quilted defenses 
for the neck and maybe for the hands. As with the other Polish and 
Czech armourers, the prices are higher than in Ukraine, but this 
probably represents a more “normalized” price in terms of the 
transaction’s risk potential.  One jarring element was that items 
shown as “in stock” on the website turned out not to be as described 
or available for immediate shipping. UPDATE: I ordered and 
received a superb pair of fingered gauntlets, however, they didn’t 

quite fit and I waited a considerable time for them to be remade; finally, after many months, I was given a 
refund, though it was much less than the purchase price. Colin’s fingered gauntlets are made by them 
also; they are of mediocre quality.  www.gambeson.pl   

 

Periods: Late 14th c., early 15th.    
Authenticity:  ½  
Lines: ½ 
Fit & Finish: Unknown 
Strapping / Padding:  
Materials:   (unspecified spring steel)  
Price:  ½  
Communication: ½ 
Shipping (packing, method):      
          Unknown 
Delivery Speed:  
Overall reliability:  

 

  

http://www.gambeson.pl/


TOMALA Lublin, Poland.  
Tomasz Samula operates a workshop where he uses largely 
historical techniques to create forged pieces. He is particularly adept 
at the use of brass adornment, although his overall lines seem to vary. 
To my eye, he seems to have a better grasp on fifteenth century 
Italian armour; his sallets and his barbutes have very clean lines and 
strong attention to detail. http://www.tomala.lublin.pl/  
 
Periods: 15th c., 14th c.     
Authenticity:   
Lines:  
Fit & Finish: Unknown 
Strapping / Padding: Unknown 
Materials:  ½ (unspecified spring steel)  
Price:  ½   
Communication: Uknown 
Shipping (packing, method):  Unknown 
Delivery Speed: Unknown 
Overall reliability: Unknown 
 

 

http://www.tomala.lublin.pl/


PLATENER  Bielski-Biala, Poland.  
Piotr Feret (est. 2001) runs a small workshop that does a 
lot of what looks to be excellent raising work and 
specializing in the fourteenth century. Some very clean 
looking lines, and close attention to detail. Might be 
worth someone giving his shop a try! 

 
 http://www.platener.eu/  
 
Periods: 14th c., some 15th      
Authenticity: ½    
Lines:  
Fit & Finish: ½ 
Strapping / Padding: Unknown 
Materials:  ½ (unspecified spring steel – gives 
Rockwell harnesses)  
Price: Unknown   
Communication: Unknown 
Shipping (packing, method):  Unknown 
Delivery Speed: Unknown 
Overall reliability: Unknown 
 

  

http://www.platener.eu/


Some Other Armourers 
 
Active Workshops – Harnesses in the $15k+  range 

Jeffrey Wassen (A) 
Jeffrey Hedgecock / Greg Woznak  (Also good arming clothes/pourpoints) 
Erik Dube (A, Canada) 
Stirling Brown (UK)  
Jiri Klepak (Czech Republic)  
Gzregorz Kulig/Thorkil (Poland)  
William West (English Plate Armourie) 
Christian Weidener (Unknown, Germany) 
Markus Seifert (Unknown, Germany) 
 

 
Active Workshops –Suppliers of Components and Harnesses in the $5k - $10k range  

Anshelm Arms / Brent Jenkins  (US) 
IceFalcon / Andre Sinou (US, superb customer service, stainless armour) 
Clang Armoury / (nice helmet lines, excellent source for knees & elbows) 
Windrose Armoury (US) 
Illusion Armoury (US) 
Ironmonger Armoury (tools, helmet tops, etc.) 
Lonely Mountain Forge / Joe Piela (US) 
The Surley Anvil / John Gruber (US – Some interesting gauntlets)  
Robert of Stokewood (US – interesting tools – sells on eBay – and Pikeman’s armour) 
Crescent Moon Armoury (US – Parker Brown) 
White Rose Armoury (UK) 
Bespoke Ironwork (Adam Blockley – 17th c. Burgeonets, Morions, etc.) 
Pleissa Armouries (Kevin Lang)  
Jiri Lucious (Czech Republic) 
Mac Armour (Czech Republic) 
Best Armour (Czech Republic)  
Mark Vickers/St George’s Armoury (UK) 
White Rose Armoury (UK) 
Fred Ryall (UK) 
Matt Black Armour (UK) 
Goldfinch Armoury (Matthew Finchen; nice components, mail tailoring) 
Maximilian Bertet (Uknown, Germany) 
Jan Schrader (Germany) 
Patrik Nieczarowski (Unknown, Poland) 
Age of Craft (Unknown armourer, Ukraine) 

 
 
Active Workshops – Munitions Grade   

Bokalo 
Dark Victory Armoury (Plastic, inexpensive bascinets) 
WinterTree Crafts (coats of plate, gorgets) 
Mad Matt’s Armoury (some interesting mittens in the $500 range) 
West Coast Armoury 
http://www.shop.mastereirik.com/main.sc (rattan)  

 
 
Part-time Workshops –  
(LONG lead times, not necessarily taking commissions) 
Patrick Thayden (14th, 15th)  
Charles Davis (14th c.) 
Erik D. Schmidt (riveted mail) 

http://www.wassonartistry.com/
http://www.historicenterprises.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQc3EOGXOnMmvMZnOfgYOAw
http://www.servicecentre.co.uk/stirling-brown/pages/helmet.html
https://www.facebook.com/jiri.klepac.1/about
http://www.thorkil.pl/news.htm
http://englyshe-plate-armourie.co.uk/
http://www.plattnerei-wiedner.de/
http://plattner-siefert.de/
http://www.anselmarms.com/
http://www.icefalcon.com/
http://www.clangarmory.com/
http://www.windrosearmoury.com/
http://www.illusionarmoring.com/
http://ironmongerarmory.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Lonely-Mountain-Forge/50390853587
http://www.surlyanvil.com/
http://www.robertofstokewood.com/
http://myworld.ebay.com/robertofstokewoodarmorusa/
http://www.crescentmoonarmoury.net/
http://www.whiterosearmoury.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Adam-Blockley-Bespoke-Ironwork-Blacksmith-and-Armourer/329524642055?fref=photo
http://www.plessisarmouries.co.uk/
http://www.luciferarmoury.com/
http://www.mac-armour.cz/
http://www.bestarmour.com/
http://www.stgeorgearmoury.co.uk/
http://www.whiterosearmoury.com/
http://www.ryallarmouries.co.uk/index.htm
http://mattblackarmour.co.uk/index.html
http://goldfincharmouries.com/
http://maximilian-bertet.de/pages/startseite.php
https://www.facebook.com/JanSchraderGermany/info
http://www.nieczar.com/
http://ageofcraft.com/
http://www.bokalosarmoury.com/
http://darkvictory.com/index.html
http://www.wintertreecrafts.com/
http://www.madmattsarmory.com/
http://www.westcoastarmoury.com/
http://www.shop.mastereirik.com/main.sc


Peter Fuller (14th & 15th) 
 
\Mostly retired or inactive  
Robert MacPherson; Nigel Clough / Master M / Emrys; A Plaisance Armouries; Wade Allen 
Aaron Toman; Brian R. Price; Luke Apker; William Hurt 
Hammerbreaker (Maxim Mario  Osadchuk, Ukraine) – Nothing new since July 2014, website down, but 
looks very similar to Volodymyr. Could be the same as  
Fabri Amorum 
 

WEAPONS 
http://www.wechterarms.com/ (Viking style axes in leather) 
http://verdacciostudio.com/ (Custom shields and shield painting – Southern California) 
http://www.historicalbladesmith.com/  (Fabrice Cognon, bladesmith  - France)  
 
 
 

PLACES TO GET ARMING CLOTHES 
 
Quilted Armour (see above)  
Historic Enterprises, Ltd.  
Gambeson.pl 
SallyGreen (UK. Good quality part-time cottage work; pourpoints, hosen, etc. )  
 
 
Pourpoints 
Art of Steel (above) 
Historic Enterprises, Ltd. (above) 
 
Arming Coats / Zuparelli / gambesons 
Revival.us (the cotton zuparello you see in all the SSG pics, desgined by Ann, Deborah, Robert & Brian) 
Cotte Simple () (Patterns, superb research on arming garments) 
Quilted Armour (see above)  
Pracownia Rotki (seemingly very fine clothing company).  
Artifex (custom clothing company in Poland – seemingly very good woolens) 
Manufactory (custom clothing company in Poland – including helmet liners) 
 
Shoes  
www.revival.us  
Rekonstrucje Szewskie Krügera von Sandez (OUTSTANDING) hyper authentic shoes with suberb finish 
 
Linen shirts / Bries / clothing, etc.  
Black Swan 
Pracownia Rotki (above) 
 

TOOLS & SUPPLIES 
 
Kayne & Sons (blacksmithing hammers, forges, etc.) 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Aplaisance-Armouries/115310208240?sk=photos_stream
http://www.hammerbreaker.com.ua/
http://www.fabri-amorum.cz/
http://www.wechterarms.com/
http://verdacciostudio.com/
http://www.historicalbladesmith.com/
http://www.historicenterprises.com/
http://www.sallygreen.co.uk/
http://www.revival.us/
http://cottesimple.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pracowniarotki/
https://www.facebook.com/Artifex.Rzemioslo/
https://www.facebook.com/Manufactory-285955538262863/
http://www.revival.us/
https://www.facebook.com/Rekonstrukcje-szewskie-Kr%C3%BCgera-von-Sandez-490689424409719/
http://www.blacksmithsdepot.com/

